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Unit
Fundamental computer
Data representation and opcode
Basic microprocessor instructions
Machine code 
Instruction execution cycle
Writing simple programs
68HC11 Simulator 
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Computer
3
Output Devices


Input Devices

Central Processing Unit (CPU)
(Processor)

Memory (Data is volatile)

Storage (Data is permanent)


Before we learn how to program using an assembly language, let us learn some fundamental concept behind it. The first thing that comes to mind is a computer. Most of you are already know what a computer is and how beneficial it is. However, you may not know how the internal components of a computer work together to provide you the benefits you are enjoying. Let us start with basics of a computer and how it is internally organized. The basic elements of a computer consists of Hardware (physical parts) and Software (programs, instructions, and data). A basic computer hardware consists of a central processing unit, memory, input and output devices, and a secondary storage. The word compute means, process numbers or data.  Processor for carrying out the processing and the memory is to store numbers/data. The input and output also store numbers in different format. I/o help humans to interact with the computer systems. The processor used to call central processing unit in the past. Because, the computer was used to stay in one place and hence the name came that central processing unit. Now a days, we have distributed computing such as cloud, etc.

Computer: A processor of numbers or data
A Processor  processes data and instructions & Memory stores data and instructions
Input and Output devices interact with a computer
Secondary Storage stores data permanently
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Microprocessor
Core of a computer
Small processor 
Single integrated chip
Many applications
Printers and cameras
Automobiles and Airplanes
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Microprocessors normally in one IC, in the past, it was difficult to keep in one IC.
Processor is a generic term.
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Microprocessor: Real Life Applications
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Amazon Drone(Prime Air)
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Microcomputer
Uses a microprocessor
Has memory , storage, input, and output devices
Examples
IBM PC
Macintosh computer
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Microcontroller
An integrated circuit (mini-computer) that is programmed to do a specific task
Processor, Memory, and timer
Parallel & Serial I/O interfaces
Analog to Digital converters
Controls devices
Applications
Automotive device controls (e.g., engine and transmission)
Automatic cameras
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Microcontroller Real Life Applications
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Microprocessor vs. Microcontroller
9
		Microprocessor	Microcontroller
	Applications	General computing
(E.g., Laptop, Tablet, PC)	Specialized devices
(E.g., Cellphone, Camera,
Washing machine, etc.)
	Speed	Very fast	Relatively slow
	External parts	Many	Few
	Cost	High	Low







ARM
Free Scale 68HC11 (discussed in this class)
Freescale Coldfire
Hitachi H8
Intel 8051
Infineon Microcontroller
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Example Microcontrollers
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ARM
Free Scale 68HC11 (discussed in this class)
Freescale Coldfire
Hitachi H8
Intel 8051
Infineon Microcontroller
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Memory: To Store Data
 


Basic unit of data is “Bit” – 0 or 1 (binary)
Special bit groups: 
Nibble: 4 bits  (example: 0101)
Byte: 8 bits (example: 01010101)
Word: 16 bits (example: 0101010101010110)
Double Word: 32 bits
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Physical Address
Data
Memory Cell
Numbers, instructions,
Letters (alphabets), and other information


Let us understand Memory basics. 
The basic unit of information stored or processed in a computer is called “Bit.” It takes a value of 0 or 1 called binary. We discuss more about binary in this course.  
The CPU can manipulate multiple bits at a time. The microprocessor considered in this course is a “8-bit Microprocessor” i.e., it processes data in 8 bit groups.

As we learnt, earlier, A memory is used to store information. The information is data including numbers, letters,  instructions, and other information.

Data will have a location or physical address of it. We learn more about it in this lecture.
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Memory: To Store Data
Special byte groups: 
1024 or 210 Bytes = 1 Kilo byte (Kbyte or KB) or 1 K
10242 or 220 Bytes = 1 Mega byte (MB)
10243 or 230 Bytes = 1 Giga byte (GB)
10244 or 240 Bytes = 1 Tera byte (TB)

Note: 1024 (210) ~ 1000 (103), therefore SI prefix K is used
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Memory: Stored Data
 




8-Bit Microprocessor system (this course)
Processes 1-byte (8 –bits) chunks of data
Memory cells hold 1-byte of data
Memory address is 1-word (16 -bits)
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	Address
(Decimal)
	0
	1
	2
	3
	.
.
.
	65,535

	Memory Cell
    (Binary data)
	0000 0000
	0000 0011
	0000 0110
	0000 1111
	.
.
.
	1000 1111

	Stored Data
    (Decimal )
	0
	3
	6
	15
	.
.
.
	143

Address of
The data  byte
1-Byte of data


In an 8-bit microprocessor, all data (numbers, letters, instructions, and other information) are broken down into chunks of 1-byte each. For example, the decimal number 15 is represented as 00001111

. Such data would normally be stored in the memory of the microcomputer system, but can also be loaded into one of the internal microprocessor registers for processing. Therefore, it is assumed that all memory storage locations are designed to hold, precisely, 1-byte each. Also, the data bus consists of a bundle of 8 conducting wires and is designed to move one full byte at a time.
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Computer – Bus system
14
Address bus
Data bus
Control bus
CPU

Memory



A computer will have a processor and a memory as its main units. The CPU addresses the memory to get the data and then to processes it.  The interaction between memory and processor requires some kind of communication channels. They are called a “bus system.” Physically, it consists of a set of conducting wires. There are three buses, an address bus, unidirectional to address the memory; data bus, bi directional to get the data; control bus to communicate commands and responses between the CPU and memory. 

Alternate content:
Many of you know what a computer is, you have been using it for many years. In this course, you will learn the 
A computer consists of hardware and software. Memory, processor (CPU), and i/o are the hardware, and program and data  are software.  Software is stored in memory. The CPU interacts with memory using a bus system consisting of a set conducting wires (signal lines). E.g., address bus: carries physical address information; control bus: carries commands and responses between cpu and memory; data bus:  carries data between memory and cpu. Similar bus system without an address bus between CPU and I/O.  The I/O systems are outside the scope of this course. We discuss more about the processor and memory in this course.


You know what a computer is, but a microcomputer uses a microprocessor as a CPU. A microprocessor is packaged in a single integrated circuit.
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16 –Bit Address Bus
15
Memory
A0
A1
A2
A15
.
.
.
.
.
.
Two-Bytes (16 conducting Lines)
Can address 216 
memory locations
(0 to 65,535 locations)
Processor
Signals with a 16-bit address


Address bus: To fetch/read a specific data byte from the memory, the microprocessor has to signal the memory with a precise address of that data byte. The microprocessor system we describe here has a 1-word (16 bits) address bus. This allows the microprocessor to specify any one of the 216 (65,536) possible memory locations. The lowest memory location has the decimal address “0” and the highest possible memory location has the decimal address “65,535.”
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8-Bit Data Bus
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Microprocessor








Memory Cell
D0
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7

Microprocessor

Register

8 conducting lines (Bidirectional)
For 8 bits of data
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
Place 8 bits of data
0111 0001
8 bits of data


In an 8-bit microprocessor, all data (numbers, letters, instructions, and other information) are broken down into chunks of 1-byte each. For example, the decimal number 1 is represented as 00000001. Such data would normally be stored in the memory of the microcomputer system, but can also be loaded into one of the internal microprocessor registers for processing. Therefore, it is assumed that all memory storage locations are designed to hold, precisely, 1-byte each. Also, the data bus consists of a bundle of 8 conducting wires and is designed to move one full byte at a time.

During fetching of a data byte, the microprocessor signals the memory with a precise address of the data byte it is looking for and the memory returns the data to the processor via data bus
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Microprocessor 
Microcomputer’s control & processing center
Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU)
Performs logical and arithmetic operations e.g., addition, subtraction, AND, and OR
Control unit 
Decodes or interprets the operations of instructions
Provides timing and controls of data flow
Registers
Temporary storage location for data or control
Handles & manipulates memory addresses and data
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Microprocessor is the control and processing center of a microcomputer
Consists of Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) and Control unit
ALU performs logical and arithmetic operations e.g., addition, subtraction, AND, and OR
Control unit decodes or interprets the operations of instructions
Control unit also provides timing and controls of data flow
Microprocessor has some internal locations called registers to store data or control information temporarily 
The registers handles and manipulates memory addresses and data
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Microprocessor : Registers
Special internal registers
Accumulator A (ACCA) & Accumulator B (ACCB)
1-Byte registers
Holds data & immediate results of the operations
Program counter (PC)
2-Bytes register
Holds address of the currently executing instruction
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The microprocessor has special internal registers 
Accumulator  A & B (ACCA, ACCB), 1 –byte registers to hold data and results for the immediate arithmetic or logical operations
Program counter (PC) a 2-byte register to hold the address of the current instruction that is being currently executed
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Microprocessor : Registers
Special internal registers
Memory Address Register (MAR)
2-Bytes register
Holds address of the data that needs to be accessed or stored
Memory Data Register (MDR)
1-Byte register
Holds the data that needs to be accessed or stored
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The microprocessor has special internal registers 
Accumulator  A & B (ACCA, ACCB), 1 –byte registers to hold data and results for the immediate arithmetic or logical operations
Program counter (PC) a 2-byte register to hold the address of the current instruction that is being currently executed
Memory  address register (MAR) a 2-byte register to hold memory location address of data that needs to be accessed or stored in memory
Memory data register (MDR) a 1-byte register to hold data that needs to be accessed or stored in memory
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Microprocessor : Registers
Additional internal registers
Instruction Register (IR)
1-Byte register
Holds the instruction opcode
Condition Code Register (CC)
1-Byte register
Keeps track of the properties of the results of the last instruction executed
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The microprocessor has additional registers 
Instruction Register (IR) a 1-byte register that holds the instruction opcode so that it can be decoded (interpreted) by the control unit.
Condition Code (CC) Register:  a 1-byte register that keeps track of certain properties (e.g., carry, negative result, zero result, overflow, etc.) of the result of the last instruction executed.
Stack Pointer (SP) a 2-byte register that establishes a memory stack
Index Register (XR): A 2-byte register that is essential for indexed addressing
20

Microprocessor : Registers
Additional internal registers
Stack Pointer (SP)
2-Bytes register
Establishes a memory stack
Index Register (XR)
2-Bytes register
Essential for indexed addressing
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Registers and Bus System
22
Address
(Decimal)
Data byte 
To store the 2-byte data address
Address bus
To place the address of the data byte
Data bus
To load the data byte
To store data
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1
3
4
5
6
Memory cells
0011 1010
0110 1010
1111 1010
1111 1110
0000 1010
0101 1010




Memory Address Register
Data Register
Microprocessor
0000 0000 0000 0001
0011 1010
Program Counter
0000 0000 0000 0001
To store the 2-byte address of the current instruction


if the microprocessor is about to read the contents of the second memory location (designated by the decimal address “1”), then the MAR content would be set to 0000000000000001. We use the notation MAR = 0000000000000001 to refer to the contents of MAR. On the other hand, the notation (0000000000000001) refers to the content of the memory location whose address is represented by the binary string “0000 0000 0000 0001” (note: displaying a binary string as shown in the above line makes it easier to read).
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Reading from Memory
23







2
1
3
4
5
6
Memory cells




Memory Address Register
Data Register
Microprocessor
0011 1010
Address
(Decimal)
Data byte 
Store 2-byte address (Decimal: 1) 
0000 0000 0000 0001
Address bus
Place the address of
 the data byte
Data bus
Load the data byte
0011 1010
Store data
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